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Abstract—This paper presents a novel dc/ac converter topol-
ogy with a high frequency transformer-link for three-phase
adjustable magnitude and frequency PWM ac drives. Such drives
find wide range of applications including UPS systems and drives
involving renewable energy sources like solar and fuel cells. One
recent potential area of application is renewable energy sources
like wind or wave connected with HVDC grid. Here power
conversion is single stage and bidirectional. Use of high frequency
transformer results in high power density. The proposed topology
minimizes the number of switching transitions between the
transformer winding and the load and hence reduces common-
mode voltage switching and improves the quality of the output
voltage waveform. A novel modulation technique presented in
this paper results in minimum common-mode voltage switching.
A lossless source based commutation method has been developed
to commute the energy stored in the leakage inductances of
the high frequency transformer. This method also results in
soft switching (ZCS) of all four-quadrant switches in the load
side converter. The proposed converter has been analyzed and
simulated. The presented simulation results verify the operation
of the proposed topology.

I. INTRODUCTION

An inverter with high frequency transformer-link finds

applications in standby power supplies like UPS systems

along with renewable energy sources like photovoltaic and

fuel cells [1] [2]. One recent interesting area of application

is wind power systems connected to high voltage dc grid

(HVDC). A transformer provides necessary galvanic isolation

and required voltage transfer ratio. Use of high frequency

transformer results in high power density by reducing the size

and weight of the magnetics.

A conventional system has multiple-stages of power conver-

sion (dc-high frequency ac-dc-adjustable ac) and requires elec-

trolytic dc capacitors that reduces the reliability of the system.

Systems, capable of more direct power conversion, can gen-

erally be classified as either resonant or non-resonant/PWM

converters. Resonant converters contain reactive elements and

their output voltage depends on loading [3] [4]. Non-resonant

converters use the conventional PWM control of ac drives.

These PWM type of converters practically do not need any

storage elements.
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Single-phase dc/ac inverter with high frequency ac-link are

analyzed in [5] [6]. When the output current and voltage are in

the same quadrant, this converter can be operated like a phase-

modulated full-bridge converter in order to get soft switching

in most of the switches [7].

A three-phase dc/ac inverter with high frequency ac-link

was first proposed in [6]. The H-bridge in the primary or dc

voltage side of the system converts the input dc voltage to a

high frequency 50 % duty cycle square wave ac voltage. The

output cycloconverter converts the high frequency ac voltage

to a variable magnitude and frequency PWM output voltage.

In [8], it has been identified that since the three-phase load

is generally inductive, every time the output cycloconverter

switches, the energy stored in the leakage inductances of

the transformer needs to be commutated. A source-based

commutation of the leakage energy is presented in [8]. In [3],

an auxiliary circuit and control method has been developed

in order to get soft switching. In [2], a carrier based PWM

technique has been presented for the secondary side converter.

Any switching of the secondary side cycloconverter requires

commutation of leakage energy and results in the loss of

output voltage [3], distortion in the load current and common-

mode voltage switching. Also the source based commutation

process in [8] requires a sequence of complicated switching

at variable instants of time. If conventional space vector

PWM (CSVPWM) is employed to modulate the output cy-

cloconverter then it changes its switching state six times in

a subcycle over which the average output voltage vector is

synthesized.

In [9] an alternative topology has been proposed where the

PWM voltage is synthesized in the input two level converter

and output consists of three square wave modulated cyclo-

converters. This topology minimizes the switching transitions

between the transformer leakage inductance and the output

inductive load. Leakage energy needs to be commutated only

once in a subcycle. One of the important feature of a modern

PWM ac drive is common-mode voltage elimination, [10]. In

this topology common-mode voltage elimination is possible

at the cost the quality of the output voltage waveform.

This paper presents a topology (Fig. 1) where six voltage

vectors that result in zero common-mode voltage are available
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the proposed topology

for modulation (similar to a two level inverter). So modulation

with these vectors results in high quality output voltage wave-

form. Also the lossless source based commutation process

is simpler compared to [9]. In this topology, availability of

more voltage (in comparison with [9]) for leakage energy

commutation results in lower commutation time, higher fre-

quency of operation and high power density. In this converter

commutation is done when modulation of the output voltage

vector requires an application of zero vector. This results in

less amount of output voltage loss during commutation. The

advantages of the proposed converter are:

1) Step change in voltage level, isolation and high power

density

2) Common-mode voltage suppression

3) A simple lossless commutation of leakage energy

4) Minimization of output voltage loss

5) High quality output voltage waveform

6) Single-stage power conversion (no storage element)

with bidirectional power flow capability

7) Soft-switching

II. ANALYSIS

The control of this converter is divided into two parts:

modulation or the power transfer and commutation. The

various control signals are given in Fig. 2. Modulation of this

topology has two stages and controlled by the signal S. In the

first half of modulation when the signal S goes high the power

is transferred through the upper half of the secondary windings

of the three high frequency transformers. During the next half

when signal S goes low, power is transferred through the

lower half of the secondary windings. Commutation happens

when power flow changes from one stage to the consecutive

one. During commutation signals C1 or C2 goes high.

A. Modulation

During each stages of modulation the required (adjustable

frequency and magnitude) three phase output voltages are

synthesized on an average at the load terminals. (1) gives

the expressions of these three phase balanced voltages. Vo

is the magnitude and ωo is the frequency of the average

output voltage. The definition of the output voltage space

vector Vo is given by (2). In (3) Vref is the reference or

the average output voltage space vector. Using (1) Vref turns

out to be a constant magnitude ( 3
2
Vo) synchronously rotating
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space vector rotating at the speed ωo. (4) defines the voltage

space vector for the voltages induced in the upper half of

the secondary windings. These voltages are measured with

respect to the star point N formed by the mid points of the

secondary windings. Similarly (5) provides the definition of

the voltage space vectors formed by the voltages induced in

the lower half of the secondary winding. In (6) Vp refers to

the voltage space vector formed by the primary side voltages

of the three high frequency transformers. N1 is the number of

turns of the primary winding of each of the transformers. N2

is the number of turns of each half of the secondary windings.

During modulation or power transfer stage we can neglect the

voltage drop in the leakage impedances of the transformer.

This implies (7) holds. Using (4), (5), (6) and (7) it is possible

to obtain (8).

van = Vo cos (ωot)

vbn = Vo cos

(

ωot−
2π

3

)

vcn = Vo cos

(

ωot+
2π

3

)

(1)

Vo = van + vbne
j 2π

3 + vcne
−j 2π

3 (2)

Vref = van + vbne
j 2π

3 + vcne
−j 2π

3

=
3

2
Voe

jωot (3)

Vs1 = va1N + vb1Nej
2π

3 + vc1Ne−j 2π

3 (4)

Vs2 = va2N + vb2Nej
2π

3 + vc2Ne−j 2π

3 (5)

Vp = vA1A2
+ vB1B2

ej
2π

3 + vC1C2
e−j 2π

3 (6)
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Fig. 3. available voltage space vectors with zero common mode voltage

va1N = −va2N =

(

N2

N1

)

vA1A2

vb1N = −vb2N =

(

N2

N1

)

vB1B2

vc1N = −vc2N =

(

N2

N1

)

vC1C2
(7)

Vs1 = −Vs2 =

(

N2

N1

)

Vp (8)

In the first half of the modulation only the upper half of the

secondary windings conduct. For example during this stage in

Fig. 1 in phase a the switches Q1 and Q2 are ON and Q3 and

Q4 are OFF. So when S goes high as the load is considered

to be balanced and neutral point n is floating, Vo is equal to
(

N2

N1

)

Vp. Note that in each phase the primary winding of

the transformer is connected to the dc-bus with a H-bridge. For

example in phase a this bridge consists of four two quadrant

switches SA1
to SA4

. In each leg the switches are controlled in

a complementary fashion in order to avoid short circuit of the

input voltage source and interruption of the output inductive

load current. For example at any instant of time either of

the switches SA1
or SA2

is ON but they are never turned

on simultaneously. Considering this switching strategy each

H bridge has four switching states. Two of them are active.

During these states the possible applied primary voltages (vp)

TABLE I
SWITCHING STATES

State 0 + − 0

S1 ON ON OFF OFF

S3 ON OFF ON OFF

vp 0 Vdc −Vdc 0



are +Vdc or −Vdc. Rest of the two are zero states i.e. the

primary winding is short circuited. These states are given in

Table I. In this analysis the positive active state of a bridge

is denoted by +, negative state is by - and zero state is by 0.

As each bridge has three different states all the three bridges

can apply 27 possible voltage combinations to the three phase

load. Out of these possibilities here only six active states are

considered that leads to zero common mode voltage at the

load terminals. For example when a phase bridge applies a

positive voltage, b phase bridge applies a negative voltage

and c phase bridge applies zero voltage the sum of the three

voltages is zero. In this discussion this particular switching

state is referred as (+−0). This six active states produces six

active voltage vectors at the primary terminals. This vectors,

scaled with

(

N2

N1

)

, is given in Fig. 3. The state (+ − 0)

generates voltage vector V1. As in this state VA1A2
= Vdc,

VB1B2
= −Vdc and VC1C2

= 0, by (6) Vp = Vdc

√

3e−j π

6

and V1 = Vp

(

N2

N1

)

. Similarly it is possible to obtain other

five active voltage vectors as shown in Fig. (3).

In the first half of the power transfer the output reference

voltage vector, Vref , is synthesized by using these six active

voltage vectors and the zero vectors. This situation is similar

to a two level voltage source inverter. The 6 active space

vectors divide the complex plane into six symmetrical sectors.

The output voltage vector is generated by using the two active

vectors that form the sector in which the output reference

voltage is located at that particular instant of time. For

example in Fig. 3, the reference voltage vector is synthesized

on an average using vectors V1 and V2, (9). The duty ratios

(d1 and d2) or the fraction of time for which these active

vectors need to be applied are given in (10). Here m is the

modulation index and is equal to
Vref

Vdc

(

N2

N1

) .

During the second half of the modulation power is trans-

ferred through the lower half of the secondary windings.

During this state Vo is equal to the negative of

(

N2

N1

)

Vp.

So in this stage the negative of the output reference voltage

vector is generated using six available active voltage space

vectors, Fig. (3). As the three high frequency transformers

are identical the magnetizing inductances forms a balanced

three phase load at the primary side. Over one full cycle

of modulation the net average voltage vector applied to the

magnetizing inductances is zero. This results in flux balance

in the cores of the three high frequency transformers.

Vref = d1V1 + d2V2 (9)

d1 = m sin
(π

3
− α

)

d2 = m sinα (10)

B. Commutation

Commutation happens at each transition of the signal S-low

to high or high to low. Commutation refers to the following

TABLE II
io > 0

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 D1 D2 D3 D4 Vp

P 1 X 0 0 0 1 0 0 X

C1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 −Vdc

N 0 0 1 X 0 0 0 1 X

C2 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 Vdc

TABLE III
io < 0

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 D1 D2 D3 D4 Vp

P X 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 X

C1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 Vdc

N 0 0 X 1 0 0 1 0 X

C2 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 −Vdc

processes 1) change in the direction of the current in the

primary leakage inductance (LA) 2) exchange of the output

current between the leakage inductances (La1
and La2

) of the

two halves of the secondary winding. Commutation is done on

a per phase basis by applying a voltage in the proper direction

(+Vdc or −Vdc) across the primary winding and controlling

the individual igbts (Q1,2,3,4) in the secondary side converter.

Depending on the sign of the output current and two possible

transitions of S, four cases are possible. The switching scheme

for Q1,2,3,4 and the required primary voltage is given in

Table II and III for all of these four cases. Here, the case

when output current is positive and S is making a transition

from high to low is described in detail. This implies initially

power was flowing through the upper half of the primary

winding. Fig. 4(a), depicts the circuit just before C1 goes

high. The commutation stage is given in Fig. 4(b). From

Table II a negative voltage (−Vdc) is required to be applied

at the transformer primary. Application of this voltage and

turning ON of Q3 (at zero current) forward biases diode D4.

In this analysis magnetizing currents are neglected. According

to transformer relationships (11) and (12) are true. Ia is the

value of ia at this instant of time. Here it is assumed that ia
appears to be a current source in this analysis. This is because

commutation happens in a period of time that is much smaller

than time period of the output current. By KCL at point a

we get (13). Application of KVL on primary and secondary

windings leads to (14) and (15). Solving of these equations

we get (16). The commutation time is maximum when the

output current is at its peak (Io). The time period for which

C1 and C2 is high is chosen to be equal to tcom, (17). When

ia2
reaches Ia, ia1

and iA becomes −Ia and zero respectively

and the commutation process comes to a natural end. When

C1 goes low Q1 is switched OFF and Q4 is turned ON at

zero current (ZCS). Fig. 4(c) depicts the circuit configuration

after the commutation process is completed.

eA

N1

=
ea1

N2

=
ea2

N2

(11)

iAN1 − ia1
N2 + ia2

N2 = 0 (12)
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Ia = ia1
+ ia2

(13)

Vdc = LA

d

dt
iA + eA (14)

ea1
+ eb1 = La1

d

dt
ia1

− La2

d

dt
ia2

(15)

d

dt
ia2

=
Vdc

(

N2

N1

)

(

La1
+La2

2

)

+ 2LA

(

N2

N1

)2
(16)

tcom =

[

(

La1
+La2

2

)

+ 2LA

(

N2

N1

)2

Vdc

(

N2

N1

)

]

Io (17)

III. SIMULATION

The entire topology as shown in Fig. 1 along with the

suggested control has been simulated in MATLAB/Simulink.

The various different parameters for the simulation are given

in Table IV. Fig. 5 shows simulated output voltage, load

current and current through the upper half of the secondary

winding in phase A. The peak of the output current is little less

than its analytically predicted value (Analytical Ia = 29.46A,
Simulated Ia = 28.90A). This is due to voltage loss during

commutation. Waveforms for one cycle of the signal S is

TABLE IV
PARAMETERS

Lload 10mH

Rload 2.5Ω

LA,a1,a2
40µH

RA,a1,a2
0.2Ω

Lm 15 mH
N2

N1
1

Vdc 500V

fs = 1

Ts

5kHz

ωo 2π60

m 0.4

0.0192 0.0234 0.0277

−500

0
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v
a

n
(V
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Fig. 5. Simulation result: a) output voltage b) output current c) current
through the upper half of secondary winding

shown in Fig. 6. The current in the upper half of the phase a

winding (waveform ia1
) linearly changes to its desired value

during C1 and C2 as predicted by (16). These slopes are in

agreement with their analytical predictions. The magnetizing

current of the transformer in phase a is shown as the waveform

im. It confirms flux balance over one cycle of S. vcm is the

common-mode voltage waveform. It is zero except during

commutation (when C1 and C2 are active). It is to be noted

that here the available voltage for commutation is Vdc. It is

double in comparison with that of the topology described in

[9].

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a new converter topology along with a

novel control technique for a direct dc/ac conversion with

a high frequency ac-link for three-phase PWM drives has

been proposed. The proposed topology has the following extra
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benefits when compared to a recently proposed, [9], drive with

high frequency ac-link:

1) Reduced common-mode voltage switching (zero during

power transfer and switches only once in cycle, during

commutation)

2) High quality output voltage profile comparable to a two

level inverter operated with CSVPWM.

3) The lossless commutation process of leakage energy has

been simplified

4) Availability of more voltage for commutation implies,

lower commutation time, higher frequency of operation

and smaller size.

The converter has been analyzed in detail. It has been simu-

lated with a non-ideal transformer by taking the leakage induc-

tances into account. The presented simulation results verify

the converter’s operation and confirm the stated advantages.

This is a promising topology for connecting renewable energy

sources to HVDC grid.
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